Eric Marcus Studio

www.ericmarcusstudio.com

850.257.6809.

Choosing a photographer can
be a very personal task.
First, let me tell you how I work. I'm not the general-type
that will run you in the ground dictating every pose and
angle. Based on our conversations is what we will do. I'm
a relaxed and easy going kind of guy and I shoot that wayPhotojournalist-style you could say. I'd rather capture you
smiling at a friend, then my getting in your face and having
you pose that smile again.
I prefer using as much natural light as possible. Honestly, I
hate the flash...but will use it when the sun gets low. I like
natural poses and my favorite shots are the unexpected
ones, people smiling or laughing and even looking away
from the camera..so long as the emotions are captured.
After I edit the photos I send you a link to download the
photographs directly to your computer. (If you prefer a

ericmarcusstudio@gmail.com

thumbdrive, I can do that too.) The link is like an 'all-inone': download images; share on your social media site
like Facebook; and even get first class prints done. My
favorite thing about the link is that the couple can share
the link with family and friends so they can get the prints
they want, leaving the Newlyweds out of the whole
process of 'hey, can you get me this photo?' The printing
is done by WHCC, which is a top notch printing company
that's been around for decades.
My fee structure ranges from 275 to 1800+ depending on
what it is you want. I try to keep it simple, thus I charge
just a flat fee and tasked based. Meaning, am I
photographing just the ceremony or from getting ready
through the reception? You get the entire shoot edited.
Are my fee’s set in stone? Not at all. I work with everyone
on their budget.
So.. thats me. Still have questions? No problem feel free
to contact me anytime. Im always here to help.

